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Introduction

Abstract
A simple structure was designed to investigate whether cathodoluminescence could be
used for tomography. The structure consisted of a rectangular hole, with an overhanging tip on one side. Interference was expected from transition radiation produced at the
bottom of the hole by the incident electron beam and from radiation at the overhanging tip. It was hypothesised that by measuring the resulting interference pattern, the
vertical displacement between these two sources of radiation could be extracted. Several of these structures were fabricated in a monocrystalline gold surface by focused ion
beam etching. The angular emission patterns of these structures, that were found by
performing angle-resolved cathodoluminescence measurements, showed complex interference patterns, containing many different types of fringes. To understand the origin of
these interference fringes, an analytical model was developed that modelled the point of
incidence of the electron beam as a source of transition radiation. Transition radiation
scattering from the overhanging tip and upper edges of the hole was modelled by a range
of closely spaced dipoles placed at positions corresponding to the location of the edges
in the structure. The experimental data and the results of the analytical model were
found to be in excellent agreement. Therefore it was concluded that interference between
transition radiation produced at the bottom of the structure and transition radiation
that had been scattered off of the upper edges of the hole was the main contribution to
the observed interference fringes in the angular emission patterns. The spacing of the
fringes caused by interference of transition radiation scattered off of the overhanging tip
with the source transition radiation was found to depend on the depth of the structure
and these can therefore be used to find the depth of the hole from the angular emission
patterns. This means cathodoluminescence can indeed be used for tomography.
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Introduction

Similarly to how materials can be excited by incident photons and subsequently emit
light, materials can also emit light after excitation by electrons. This phenomenon is
called cathodoluminescence (CL). Cathodoluminescence can be coherent or incoherent.
In the case of coherent CL, there is a phase relation between the electromagnetic field
of the incident electron and the emitted light, whereas in incoherent CL there is not.
Coherent CL occurs when a material is polarised by the electric field of an electron
which couples to a far-field radiation mode. One of the most common types of coherent
CL is transition radiation (TR). This takes place when an electron transits an interface
between two materials, e.g. an air-metal interface. The electron polarises the interface
and this induces radiation similar to that of a vertical dipole. While TR can be relatively weak, or overpowered by incoherent CL mechanisms in some materials, it can
be the dominant source of CL in e.g. metals. As electrons generally have very high
energies, they are a broadband excitation source. Additionally, because of their high
velocity, the polarisation of the interface occurs on very short timescales and therefore
induces broadband emission. Besides TR, an electron incident on a surface can also
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create surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). These are guided electromagnetic waves that
are confined to the surface and will propagate along this surface until they die out, or
encounter some scattering object. [1, 2, 3]
Much like photoluminescence, CL can be used to study optical and electronic properties of materials. Therefore, CL measurements have been used in a number of fields
since the second half of 20th century. CL used to be particularly popular in geology,
but was not used much in materials science yet. However, recent developments to CL
measurement techniques allow for the application of CL measurements to the optical
characterisation of nanomaterials with deep-subwavelength resolution. [4] One of these
novel techniques is angle-resolved CL measurements, which can be used to find angular emission patterns from samples. In 2020, Schilder et al. used angle-resolved CL
measurements to study a silver surface with a silver nanocube on top. By launching
electrons at this surface, TR was produced, while SPPs were also launched. These SPPs
travelled along the surface until they encountered the nanocube and scattered off of it.
Using angle-resolved CL measurements, Schilder et al. were able to find an angular
emission pattern that showed interference fringes from interference of the TR and the
scattered SPP. From this interference pattern they were then able to find the distance
between the point of incidence of the electron beam and the nanocube. [5] The fact that
angle-resolved CL measurements can be used to find physical distances in the lateral dimensions of a micro-scaled structure raises the question of whether this can be extended
to finding three-dimensional information about a structure from the angular emission
pattern. In other words: can cathodoluminescence be used to do tomography?
To answer this question, it needs to be investigated whether angle-resolved CL measurements can be used to find distances in the axial dimension. In order to do this, a
zigzag-like structure, as shown in Fig. 1a and b, was used. Light was expected from
just two, vertically displaced sources: the point of incidence of the electron beam at the
bottom of the structure and the long upper edge, or tip, of the structure. The electron
beam might be able to polarise this tip, thereby inducing emission from the tip itself,
possibly leading to interference from two distinct sources of CL, as shown in Fig. 1a.
Alternatively, the tip might not emit significantly, but interference between these two
points might still be observed due to the electron beam producing TR at the bottom
of the structure, that can travel towards the tip and scatter off of it, after which the
scattered TR can interfere with the source TR in the far-field, as shown in Fig. 1b.
In both cases, any interference fringes produced by these two sources would depend on
the depth of the structure and the interference pattern is therefore expected to contain
information about the vertical displacement of the sources.

2

Methods

To fabricate the zigzag-like structure described in the introduction, a FEI Helios Nanolab
600 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a focused ion beam (Sidewinder
Gallium Liquid Metal Ion Source) was used. Using the focused ion beam (FIB) with an
ion beam current of 93 pA, a rectangular hole was etched into the surface of a monocrystalline gold disc, that had been cleaned twice using acid piranha and once using base
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the structure designed to investigate the possibility of
using angle-resolved CL to find the vertical displacement between two structural features.
Two possible mechanisms of interference in this structure are (a) excitation of both the
tip and the bottom by the same electron beam and (b) TR produced at the bottom of the
structure scattering off of the tip and interfering with the source TR. (c) SEM image
of several of the structures fabricated by FIB etching. Each of these structures has a
different depth.
piranha. The FIB was oriented at a 52◦ angle with respect to the sample, making two
of the walls of the box slanted, thereby creating an overhang, or tip, on one side. Boxes
of different sizes were fabricated, with widths ranging from 10 to 25 µm and lengths
ranging from 5 to 20 µm. The depth of the boxes was varied by varying the number
of passes of the FIB over the designated area. An overview of the settings used can be
found in Table 1 in Appendix A. An SEM image of several of the fabricated structures,
all with different depths, is shown in Fig. 1c.
Angle-resolved cathodoluminescence measurements on these structures were performed
in a FEI Quanta FEG 650 SEM equipped with a Schottky field emission electron source
using an accelerating voltage of 30 keV. CL was collected using a half-parabolic mirror.
Each point on this mirror corresponds to a specific set of zenithal and azimuthal angles,
which enables the collection of angular emission patterns. A small hole in the top of the
mirror allows the electron beam to reach the sample. The sample was oriented in such
a way that the tip faced the apex of the mirror for optimal collection of CL from the tip
and from inside of the structure. The mirror reflects the collected CL out of the SEM
chamber and into a Delmic Sparc Spectral system, which contains optics that focus the
collected light onto a CCD camera. The measurements were performed using several
different bandpass filters with central wavelengths of 500, 550 nm and 650 nm, all with a
bandwidth of 40 nm. Angle-resolved emission patterns were recorded with the electron
beam parked in one specific position on the sample for 30 - 90 s. For each structure, a
range of measurements with the electron beam at different positions on the sample was
performed. The positions were chosen in a line perpendicular to the tip with a step size
of 230 nm, from a point on the upper surface of the structure to a point on the other side
of the tip, where the electron hits the bottom of the structure. Additional experimental
parameters can be found in Table 2 in Appendix A.
Besides angle-resolved CL measurements, hyperspectral CL measurements were also
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performed. Contrary to angle-resolved measurements, in hyperspectral measurements
CL from only one azimuthal angle but from a large range of wavelengths is collected.
The azimuthal angle was selected by inserting a slit of 200 µm into the system, and
the collected CL was first directed to a 300 l/mm (blaze: 500 nm) grating before being
sent to a CCD camera. In that way, CL with wavelengths from 378 to 821 nm from
all zenithal angles was recorded. The electron beam was scanned over the tip in a line
perpendicular to the tip with a step size of 230 nm and the beam being parked in each
position for 300 s.

3
3.1

Results and Discussion
Angle-resolved measurements

Angular CL emission patterns were obtained as described in the previous section. Fig.
2a shows the angular emission pattern acquired from measurements on a box of 9.88
by 4.33 µm that was approximately 1.2 µm deep. The electron beam was placed approximately 10 nm away from the tip, i.e. just passing by the tip and impacting onto
the bottom surface of the structure. The straight cut off on the bottom of the pattern
corresponds to the opening of the mirror. The dark spot in the pattern, observed where
both kx /k0 and ky /k0 are zero, shows the position of the hole in the top of the mirror
that the electrons pass through. Thus, this region of the image shows light travelling
directly upwards from the sample, while the upper region of the image corresponds to
light collected at the apex of the mirror. Since the opening of structure is oriented
towards the apex, any radiation from the structure is predominantly expected in this
region of the pattern. In this region, the angular emission pattern indeed shows several
types of clearly resolved interference fringes. Closely spaced vertical fringes are visible,
along with closely spaced, slightly curved horizontal fringes, that lead to a square-like
interference pattern in the middle of the image. Additionally, bright, larger features are
observed near the edges of the image.

Figure 2: Angular emission patterns acquired from three different boxes with different
dimensions: (a) a small box of 9.88 by 4.33 µm and 1.2 µm deep, (b) a narrow box of 10
by 20 µm and 1.8 µm deep and (c) a larger box of 25 by 20 µm and 1.8 µm deep. The
electron beam was approximately 10 nm away from the tip in all three measurements.
To gain more insight into the origin of the different types of fringes in this complex
interference pattern, angle-resolved CL measurements were performed on boxes with
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of several scattering mechanisms that could occur when
the electron beam launches SPPs in the structure.
several different dimensions. Fig. 2b shows the angular emission pattern acquired from
a narrow box of 10 by 20 by 1.8 µm. The width of this narrow box is similar to the
width of the box discussed previously, while the length is significantly increased. The
curved fringes observed for the smaller box are not observed in the emission pattern
from the narrow box. The larger fringes near the edges are still clearly visible, as is
the square-like interference pattern, albeit shifted upwards somewhat. Angle-resolved
measurements were also performed on a larger box of 25 by 20 by 1.8 µm and the acquired emission pattern is shown in Fig. 2c. Contrary to the emission patterns from
the smaller and the narrow boxes, the emission pattern of this larger box does not show
the square-like interference pattern; only the larger, bright fringes just at the edge of
the image are clearly discernible. The difference between these three emission patterns
indicates that the interference patterns are not caused solely by interference from radiation at the tip and and the bottom of the structure, but that scattering of light from the
other edges in the structure also contributes to the overall interference pattern. Several
scattering mechanism are possible. TR produced by the incident electron beam on the
bottom of the structure could be scattering of off the edges of the box. As schematically
depicted in Fig. 3, the electron can also launch SPPs on the bottom of the structure,
that possibly scatter of off the long and short edges of the structure. Additionally, the
electron beam might be launching SPPs on the tip itself, that can travel along the tip
and scatter off of the corners. Because interference between radiation from the tip and
the bottom is the main focus of this study, all further experiments were performed on
broad boxes of 25 by 10 µm, to try to eliminate the contribution from the other edges
in the structures.
The results of angle-resolved CL measurements on three boxes of 25 by 10 µm, each
with a different depth are shown in Figures 4a-c, a being the most shallow structure
and c being the deepest structure. The electron beam was placed at approximately 1
µm away from the tip in each of these measurements. All three images show mainly
two types of interference fringes: closely spaced curved fringes, which are similar to the
fringes that were observed in Fig. 2a, and the much larger fringes closer to the edge of
the pattern. When comparing the patterns for the three different depths, the spacing of
the curved fringes remains relatively constant with varying depth. However, the number
of the larger fringes, and consequently the spacing of these fringes, changes significantly
with changing depth. It is observed that the spacing of the large fringes decreases as the
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Figure 4: (a-c) Experimentally obtained angular emission patterns from boxes of 25 by
10 µm and a depth of (a) 0.9 µm, (b) 1.8 µm and (c) 2.7 µm. (d-f ) Angular intensity
patterns obtained using the analytical model. The parameters in the model correspond to
a geometry of 25 by 10 µm, with depths of (d) 0.9 µm, (e) 1.8 µm and (f ) 2.7 µm. The
electron beam was placed at approximately 1 µm from the tip in all six images.
depth of the hole increases. This observation matches with what would be intuitively
expected, when considering that smaller distances in k-space correspond to larger distances in real space.
Similarly, it was investigated how the interference fringes depended on the radial distance
between the tip and the electron beam. Fig. 5a-c show the angular emission patterns
acquired from a box of 25 by 10 by 1.8 µm for different positions of the electron beam.
In Figure 5a, the electron beam was approximately 1 µm away from the tip and it was
moved 230 nm closer to the tip in each subsequent image. No strong change is observed
for the small curved fringes when the position of the electron beam is changed. However,
the number of larger fringes near the edge of the pattern and their spacing does change
as the radial distance between the tip and the electron beam is varied. As the distance
between the tip and the electron beam decreases, the number of fringes also decreases
and therefore the spacing of the fringes increases. This again corresponds well to the
expectations based on the concept of smaller distances in real space translating to larger
distances in k-space.
The distance from the tip to the point of incidence of the electron beam on the bottom depends on both the depth of the structure and the position of the electron beam.
The strong dependence of the number and spacing of the larger interference fringes on
both of these parameters is a strong indication that these larger fringes originate from
interference between radiation at the tip and radiation at the bottom of the structure.
In the introduction it was hypothesised that the tip itself might radiate after excitation
by the electron beam (Fig. 1a). However, the large fringes are still observed when the
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Figure 5: (a-c) Experimentally obtained angular emission patterns from boxes of 25 by
10 µm and a depth of 1.8 µm. The electron was placed at approximately (a) 1.02 µm, (b)
0.79 µm and (c) 0.56 µm away from the tip. (d-f ) Angular emission patterns obtained
using the analytical model. The parameters in the model correspond to a geometry of 25
by 10 µm with a depth of 1.8 µm, where the position of the electron beam with respect to
the tip was (d) 1.02 µm, (e) 0.79 µm and (f ) 0.56 µm.
electron beam is a micron away from the tip. It is unlikely that the tip is excited by
the electron beam at that distance. Therefore, it is more likely that the most dominant
source of radiation at the the tip is TR that was produced at the bottom of the structure
and scatters off of the tip. The large fringes are expected to be caused by interference
between this scattered TR at the tip and the source TR produced at the bottom of the
structure.

3.2

Analytical model

To investigate the validity of the hypothesis stated above, an analytical model was
developed. In this model, the electron beam incident on the bottom surface of the
structure was modelled by one source of transition radiation, which was defined to be
in the origin of the system. The radial and axial electric field components of TR are
given by the following equations, which were based on expressions reported by F. Javier
Garcı́a de Abajo et al. and B.J.M. Brenny et al. [6, 7],
Erad
TR (r) =

1
eik0 |r|
ik0 cos θDµ1
cos θ
4πε0
|r|

(1)

Eax
TR (r) =

eik0 |r|
1
ik0 cos θDµ1
sin θ
4πε0
|r|

(2)
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where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, k0 = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, with λ being the free
space wavelength, θ is the emission angle and r is the vector pointing from the source
to the point of observation. D in this equation is given by
D=

2ieQ/c
,
ε1 qz2 + ε2 qz1

(3)

where Q = k0 sin θ is the parallel wave vector component, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, and ε1 and ε2 are the dielectric constants of air and gold, respectively. The
perpendicular wave vector components in medium 1 and medium 2, qz1 and qz2 , are
given by Eq. 4.
q
qzj =

k02 εj − Q2

(4)

Finally, the function µ1 in Eq. 1 and 2, is given by
µ1 =

ε1 qz2 − ε1 ω/v ε1 qz2 − ε2 ω/v
−
,
q 2 − k02 ε2
q 2 − k02 ε1

(5)

where
ω is the angular frequency of the emission, v is the electron velocity, and q =
p
Q2 + (ω/v)2 is the wavenumber of each plane wave, which in this case is not necessarily equal to the free space wavenumber, because our incident field is bound to
deep-subwavelength matter, an electron.
The TR scattering off of the upper rim of the structure was modelled by a range of
closely spaced dipoles, each with a set of coordinates that correspond to a point on one
of the edges in the structure used for the experiments. We assume that both the radial
and axial field components of the TR are scattered by the structure. Therefore, two
orthogonal dipoles were placed at each point, one corresponding to the scattering of the
radial field component of the source TR and one corresponding to the scattering of the
axial field component. The electric field components of a dipole induced by the radial
field component of the TR is given by the following equations,
2
Erad
D,rad (r) = µ0 ω

cos θ
Prad (r0 )ei(k0 |r−r0 |+ϕ0 ) cos θ
4π|r − r0 |

(6)

2
Eax
D,rad (r) = µ0 ω

cos θ
Prad (r0 )ei(k0 |r−r0 |+ϕ0 ) sin θ
4π|r − r0 |

(7)

and the equations for the electric field components of a dipole induced by the axial field
component of the TR read as follows
2
Erad
D,ax (r) = µ0 ω

sin θ
Pax (r0 )ei(k0 |r−r0 |+ϕ0 ) cos θ
4π|r − r0 |

(8)

2
Eax
D,ax (r) = µ0 ω

sin θ
Pax (r0 )ei(k0 |r−r0 |+ϕ0 ) sin θ.
4π|r − r0 |

(9)

The sum of Eq. 6 and 8 equals the total radial electric field component of each dipole.
Equivalently, the sum of Eq. 7 and 9 gives the total axial electric field component. In
these expressions, µ0 is the vacuum permeability and ω is the angular frequency of the
emission. The term r0 is the vector pointing from the source TR towards the scattering
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dipole and therefore contains the coordinates of each dipole. The phase term ϕ0 can be
used to include a scattering phase offset, e.g. π, which would correspond to the phase
offset after reflection on a perfect mirror. The scattering phase offset was set to 0 in this
study, but its value could be optimised to further improve the accuracy of the model.
The terms Prad (r0 ) and Pax (r0 ) are the induced radial and axial polarisation densities
of the dipole by the TR and are given by
Prad (r0 ) = 3ε0 dσErad
TR (r0 )

(10)

Pax (r0 ) = 3ε0 dσEax
TR (r0 ),

(11)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, d is the spacing between the dipoles, which should
always be several times smaller than the emission wavelength, and σ is an effective scatax
tering cross section of the dipole. Erad
TR (r0 ) and ETR (r0 ) are the radial and axial field
components of the TR, evaluated at the position of the scattering dipole. Including this
term in the model ensures that scattering dipoles that are further away from the source
TR contribute to the interference pattern less than scattering dipoles that are in close
proximity to the source TR do.
The angular intensity pattern for this model system can be calculated from the sum
of the electric fields of all the scattering dipoles positioned on the edges and the electric
field of the TR, evaluated at the point of observation r, as shown in Eq. 12.
X
ε0 c
I(r) =
ETR (r) +
ED,i (r)
2

2

(12)

i

The intensity patterns found using the equations described above could be directly compared to the angular emission patterns that were obtained experimentally. Fig. 4a-c
shows the angular emission patterns from three boxes with different depths, as described
previously. Fig. 4d-f show the results of the analytical model for corresponding geometries. Many similarities between the experimental data and the model can be observed,
e.g. in Fig. 4a and d. The result of the model shows closely spaced curved fringes,
very similar to the ones observed in experiment. Additionally, the simulated intensity
pattern shows square-like fringes that closely resemble the fringes that were observed for
some more narrow geometries (Fig. 2a, b). The model also shows large, bright fringes
closer to the edge of the pattern. The number of these large fringes corresponds well to
the number of large fringes observed in experiment. Additionally, the variation of the
number and spacing of the large fringes as observed in the model depends on the depth
of the box in the same way as was observed in the experiment. The similarities between
the types of fringes found in the model and in the experimental data, and the similar
trend with varying depth of the structure observed in both, indicate good agreement
between the model and the experiment.
There is a discrepancy between the curvature of the large fringes in the model and
the experiment. A possible explanation for this could be that the experimental data
shows slight aberrations, due to the fact that the parabolic mirror was aligned in such
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Figure 6: Angular intensity patterns that show the results of the analytical model when
a range of scattering dipoles is included (a) only along the tip, (b) only along the edge
opposite the tip, (c) along both of the shorter edges of the structure and (d) along all
the edges of the box. These results were obtained for a geometry corresponding to a box
of 25 by 10 µm that is 0.9 µm deep, where the radial distance between the tip and the
electron beam is 1.02 µm.
a way that TR from the upper surface of the structure is in focus, while it is now likely
that the TR predominantly originates from the bottom of the structure, 1 to 2 µm below
the focus of the system. To further investigate this in the future, an aberration term
could be added to the model.
A similar comparison between model and experiment was performed for the data set
showing the variation of the interference pattern with varying electron beam position, as
shown in Fig. 5. A comparison between the upper and bottom row of this figure shows
that the large fringes observed in the simulated emission patterns change with varying
radial distance between the electron beam and the tip in the same way the large fringes
in the experimental data do, i.e. the spacing between the fringes increases as the radial
distance between the tip and the electron beam decreases. Since the analytical model
was based solely on the scattering of TR off of the edges in the structure, the excellent
agreement between the experimental data and the results of the model strongly indicates
that the main contribution to the interference patterns observed in the experiment is
indeed interference between TR scattered of off the edges of the structure and the source
TR produced at the bottom of the structure.
The model can also be used to investigate from which edges in the structures specific
types of fringes originate. By including only dipoles with coordinates corresponding to
the location of one specific edge in the structure, the contribution from this edge to
the overall interference pattern can be investigated. Fig. 6a shows the result of the
model for scattering dipoles being placed only along the tip. This interference pattern
shows only the large fringes, that are known to depend on the depth of the structure
and the position of the electron beam. This indicates that the large fringes are indeed
due to interference from scattered TR from the tip and TR produced at the bottom
of the structure, and thus contain information about the distance between the point of
incidence of the electron beam and the tip. Fig. 6b shows the model’s result for dipoles
placed only along the edge opposite the tip. This image shows closely spaced curved
fringes, similar to the curved fringes observed in many of the experimentally obtained
emission patterns. It is therefore likely these fringes can be attributed to the interference
between the source TR and the TR scattering off of the far edge of the box. The model
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was also used to find the contribution from the short edges of the box and the result is
shown in Fig. 6c. This image shows a small, square-like interference pattern that closely
resembles the pattern observed in several narrow geometries, as shown in e.g. Fig. 2b.
This indicates that these fringes originate from interference between the source TR and
TR scattered off of the shorter edges of the structure. An interesting feature to note in
Fig. 6b and c is the bright, broad ring of intensity. This is the characteristic shape of
TR. The fact that the source TR is clearly visible in these emission patterns, while it is
not in Fig. 6a, visualises that the scattering off of the edges of the box that are further
away from the source contributes less to the overall interference pattern than scattering
off of nearby edges does. Fig. 6d reiterates what was shown before; when scattering
dipoles are included along all the edges in the analytical model, the observed results
strongly resemble the experimentally acquired angular emission patterns.

3.3

Hyperspectral measurements

As mentioned in the Methods section, besides angle-resolved CL measurements, hyperspectral CL measurements were also performed. In these measurements, CL is collected
from only one azimuthal angle, but for a large range of wavelengths. The data from
such measurements can contain information about the nature of the radiation in the
system. This data might therefore be used, for example, to find out whether only TR
occurs in the system, or whether e.g. SPPs also play a role. An example of a data set
acquired from a hyperspectral measurement is included in Fig. 7. The results of these
measurements are preliminary and no in depth analysis of the data has been performed
yet. Each of the different panels in Fig. 7 corresponds to a different position of the
electron beam. The approximate radial distance between the tip and the electron beam
is given in the top left corners, where positive numbers correspond to the electron beam
passing by the tip and impacting on the bottom of the structure, while negative numbers
correspond to the electron beam being placed on the other side of the tip and impacting directly onto the upper surface of the structure. Since only one azimuthal angle is
observed in these measurements, a horizontal slice of these hyperspectral images corresponds to a vertical slice at kx /k0 is zero of an angular emission pattern for a specific
wavelength. The dark spot observed in angle-resolved maps due to the hole in the mirror
that allows the electron beam through is therefore observed as a dark line in these images.
Many different features can be observed in all panels. The curvature of the thin diagonal lines might contain information about any plasmonic contribution to the radiation in
the system. The origin and significance of the dark, larger diagonal features are not yet
understood. However, extending the analytical model to simulate hyperspectral measurements might be able to help in understanding these features. The results obtained
on opposite sides of the tip differ significantly from one another. A comparison between
the two might deliver new insights into the mechanisms at play in the structure, e.g. at
the tip itself. As mentioned previously, this data is preliminary and should be further
analysed in future studies.
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Figure 7: Intensity patterns acquired by performing hyperspectral CL measurements on
a structure of 25 by 10 µm with a depth of approximately 1.8 µm. The different panels
correspond to data obtained at different electron beam positions.

4

Conclusion

To investigate the question of whether CL measurements can be used to do tomography,
a zigzag-like structure, like the one shown in Fig. 8, was designed. In this structure,
interference was expected between radiation at a point on the bottom of the structure
and radiation at the tip, which could either be light emitted by the tip itself, or TR
scattering off of the tip. A number of such structures, with varying lateral dimensions
and depths, was fabricated by etching rectangular holes into a monocrystalline gold surface using a FIB oriented at a 52◦ angle with respect to the sample. By performing
angle-resolved CL measurements on these structures, angular emission patterns showing
a number of different interference fringes were obtained. The complexity of the emission
patterns indicated that several different sources of radiation were present in the system.
Besides any radiation from the tip and the TR radiation produced at the bottom of
the structure, TR or SPPs scattering off of the long and short edges of the box were
therefore hypothesised to contribute to the overall interference pattern.
To investigate the origin of the interference fringes, an analytical model was developed.
The electron beam incident on the bottom of the structure was modelled by a single
source of TR. A range of closely spaced dipoles, each with a set of coordinates corresponding to a position on the upper edge of the structure, was used to model the source
TR scattering off of this edge. The simulated angular intensity patterns showed interference fringes that strongly resembled the interference patterns observed in experiment.
The variation of the number and spacing of the interference fringes with changing depth
and radial distance between the tip and the electron beam was also very similar to the
trends found in the experimental data. The excellent agreement between the experimental data and this analytical model indicates that interference between the source
TR produced at the bottom of the structure and TR scattered off of the upper edge of
the structure is the main contribution to the observed interference patterns, as schematically depicted in Fig. 8. While scattered TR is likely the most dominant contribution
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Figure 8: Schematic depiction of the dominant mechanism contributing to interference
fringes found in the angular emission patterns. The short edges of the structure are omitted for simplicity here, but scattering off of these edges does contribute the interference
patterns.
to the emission pattern, this does not exclude some, possibly small, contributions due
to scattering of SPPs and emission from the tip itself. The results of hyperspectral CL
measurements performed on the same structures might be able answer this remaining
question in future studies.
The analytical model was also used to find the origin of each of the different types
of interference fringes. One of the types of fringes was found to be caused by interference between the source TR and the TR scattered off of the tip. The spacing of these
fringes depends directly on the distance between the tip and the point of incidence of
the electron beam on the bottom of the structure. These fringes therefore contain information about the depth of the structure, which can thus be extracted from the angular
emission patterns. This means that it is indeed possible to use angle-resolved CL measurements to find distances in the axial dimension and therefore that CL measurements
can be used to do three-dimensional tomography. Using CL to do tomography can be
interesting, because using an electron beam allows for significantly smaller probe sizes
than can usually be achieved when using light and optics. Additionally, many tomography methods depend on tilting of the sample, which results in long acquisition times
and introduces the missing-wedge problem. Angle-resolved measurements are relatively
fast and no tilting is required, which can help circumvent these problems. Furthermore,
the method reported by Schilder et al. that was mentioned in the Introduction, where
interference from TR and scattered SPPs is used to find dimensions of a structure, relies on the propagation of SPPs and therefore depends strongly on the properties of
the materials in the structure. The method reported in this work depends only on the
propagation of TR through free space and can therefore be more widely applicable.
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Outlook

As mentioned previously, the data acquired from hyperspectral CL measurements has
not been analysed yet. It is important to do so in the future, as this data might contain
many new insights about the mechanisms at play in the structure and will lead to a
more complete understanding of our system. Any new insights gathered from the hyperspectral data should be used to refine the analytical model, to further improve the
agreement between the model and the experiment. This improved model might then be
used to extract the depth of our structures from the angular emission patterns, by fitting
the model to the experimental data and extracting the depth for which the model and
data are most alike.
Subsequently, it should be tested to what extent this method can be used to do tomography. To do this, angle-resolved CL measurements can be performed on the same
type of structure, but with unknown width, length and depth. As a next step, measurements should be performed on structures of which no a priori information about the
geometry is available. Structures consisting of several different materials and containing
buried geometries should be considered as well, because if angle-resolved CL measurements can be used to do tomography on buried structures, this method would be very
interesting for e.g. chip fabrication.
Besides information about the geometry of the structure, this experiment might also
be able to give us insights into the nature of the incident electron itself. This concerns
the question of whether an electron acts as a point charge or as a wavepacket. The
phase offset between two sources of radiation, and therefore their interference pattern,
depends on the distance the electron has to travel between the two points. In case of
electrons acting as a point charge, the distance between the excitation point at the tip
and at the bottom would be exactly the same for each electron, whereas in the case
of electrons acting as a wavepacket, the effective distance between the two sources can
vary slightly between each electron. In the latter case, any interference fringes are likely
to be more smeared out than in the case of electrons behaving as a point charge. To
do this experiment, two coherent sources of radiation are necessary, which means the
tip and the bottom should be excited by the same electron and the tip itself should be
emitting. Because the tip was not observed to emit strongly in the current geometry, a
resonant structure, e.g. a nanowire, could be placed on the tip, to ensure two vertically
displaced coherent sources of emission. Alternatively, the structure could be covered by
a thin film of a transparent material that emits bright TR, like silica. Comparing the
angular emission patterns of these altered structures to the emission patterns acquired
in the current study might be able to shed some light onto the nature of the behaviour
of the electrons in the system.
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Experimental settings

Table 1: Settings used for fabrication of the structures using focused ion beam etching.
Ion beam current
Ion dose
Dwell time
Pitch
Overlap
Scan type

Small structures
93 pA
1.93 nC/µm2
1 µs
10.8 nm
55%
Serpentine

Large structures
93 pA
329.96 pC/µm2
1 µs
15 nm
37.5%
Serpentine
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Table 2: Settings used for angle-resolved cathodoluminescence measurements.
Accelerating voltage
Spot size
Aperture
Exposure time
Binning
Gain
Readout rate
Shutter
Pixel size
Bandpass filter

Small structures
30 keV
5.0
3
30 s
1
1
100 MHz
100 ms
267 nm
600/40 nm

Large structures
30 keV
5.0
3
90 s
2
4
1 MHz
100 ms
230 nm
550/40 nm, 600/40 nm,
650/40 nm

Table 3: Settings used for hyperspectral cathodoluminescence measurements.
Accelerating voltage
Spot size
Aperture
Step size
Repetition (number of pixels)
Center wavelength
Grating
Slit width
Dwell time
Drift correction
Horizontal binning
Vertical binning
Gain
Readout rate

B

30 keV
5.0
3
230 nm
5 - 10x1
600 nm
300 l/mm (blaze: 500 nm)
200 µm
300 s
20
2
2
4
1 MHz

Python script analytical model

import numpy as np
from numpy import pi , sin , cos , sqrt , exp
from scipy . interpolate import interp1d
import numpy . matlib
# %% Definition of calculation parameters
# define conversion factors
um = 1e -6
# conversion factor um to m
nm = 1e -9
# conversion factor nm to m
keV = 1 e3
# conversion factor keV to eV
# define physical constants
e = 1.602 e -19
m0 = 511* keV
c = 2.998 e8

# elementary charge in C
# electron rest mass in eV
# vaccum speed of light in m / s

Appendices
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eps0 = 8.854 e -12
mu0 = 4* pi *1 e -7
hbar = 6.582119514 e -16

# vacuum permittivity in
# vaccum permeability in
# Plank ’s constant in eV * s

# define electron parameters
Ekin = 30* keV
E = m0 + Ekin
v = sqrt (1 -( m0 / E )**2)* c

# electron kinetic energy in eV
# total electron energy in eV
# electron velocity in m / s

# define optical field parameters
wl = 650* nm

# emission wavelength in m

# define geometrical box parameters
wx = 25* um
# width of box in m
wy = 10* um
# lenght of box in m
hz = 0.9* um
# depth of box in m
dx = 12.5* um
# distance in x direction of left
side to ebeam in m
dy = 1.02* um
# distance in y direction of front
edge to ebeam in m
# define scattering dipole parameters
sigma = (200* nm )**2
# scattering cross section
# %%
spacing = 50* nm
Nx = int ( wx / spacing )+1
Ny = int ( wy / spacing )+1
Nth = 600
Nph = 600
theta = np . linspace (0. , pi /2. , Nth )
phi = np . linspace (0. , 2* pi , Nph )
x = np . concatenate ([ np . linspace (( wx - dx ) ,( wx - dx ) , Ny ) , np . linspace (( wx - dx ) ,
-dx , Nx ) , np . linspace ( - dx , - dx , Ny ) , np . linspace ( - dx ,( wx - dx ) , Nx )])
y = np . concatenate ([ np . linspace (( wy - dy ) , - dy , Ny ) , np . linspace ( - dy ,
-dy , Nx ) , np . linspace ( - dy ,( wy - dy ) , Ny ) , np . linspace (( wy - dy ) ,( wy - dy ) , Nx )])
d = y [1] - y [0]
N = np . size ( x )

# %% Definition Au dielectric function from linear interpolation of
tabulated data ( Johnson & Christy 1972)
def epsAu ( w ):
# input parameter :
# w = emission angular frequency in 1/ s
eps_tab = ’ e p s _ A u _ J o h n s on C h r i s t y 1 9 7 2 . txt ’
data = open ( eps_tab , ’r ’)
ws = []
epsRe = []
epsIm = []
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for i , line in enumerate ( data ):
if i > 7:
# photon energy sample in eV
E = float ( line . rstrip (). split ()[0])
# angular frequency sample in 1/ s
ws . append ( E / hbar )
# dielectric constant sample ( real part )
epsRe . append ( float ( line . rstrip (). split ()[1]))
# dielectric constant sample ( imaginary part )
epsIm . append ( float ( line . rstrip (). split ()[2]))
# angular frequency samples in 1/ s
ws = np . asarray ( ws )
# dielectric constant samples
eps = np . asarray ( epsRe ) + 1 j * np . asarray ( epsIm )
# interpolation function
epsInt = interp1d ( ws , eps )
return epsInt ( w )

# %% Definition of transition radiation ( source field )
def E_TR ( wl , rOmat ):
# input parameters :
# wl = emission wave length in m
# rOmat = vectors pointing towards points of observation in cartesian
coordinates in m (3 x Ntheta x Nphi matrix )
k0 = (2* pi )/ wl
w = k0 * c
eps1 = 1.
eps2 = epsAu ( w )

#
#
#
#

emission wave number in 1/ m
emission angular frequency in 1/ s
dielectric constant medium 1 ( vacuum )
dielectric constant medium 2 ( Au )

# total distance between point of observation and beam impact point
r = np . sqrt ( rOmat [0 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [1 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [2 , : , :]**2)
# radial distance between point of observation and beam impact point
R = np . sqrt ( rOmat [0 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [1 , : , :]**2)
# vertical distance between point of observation and beam impact point
z = np . abs ( rOmat [2 , : , :])
cosTheta = z / r
sinTheta = R / r

# sine of emission angle theta
# cosine of emission angle theta

# parallel wave vector component ( conserved )
Q = k0 * sinTheta
# perpendicular wave vector component in
qz1 = sqrt ( k0 **2* eps1 - Q **2)

medium 1

# perpendicular wave vector component in medium 2
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qz2 = sqrt ( k0 **2* eps2 - Q **2)
# electron momentum
q = sqrt ( Q **2 + ( w / v )**2)
D = (2 j * e * Q / c )/( eps1 * qz2 + eps2 * qz1 )
mu1 = ( eps1 * qz2 - eps1 * w / v )/( q **2 - k0 **2* eps2 ) - ( eps1 * qz2 - eps2 * w / v )/
( q **2 - k0 **2* eps1 )
# radial field component ( exciting in - plane dipole moment )
ER = 1/(4* pi * eps0 ) * 1 j * k0 * cosTheta * D * mu1 * ( exp (1 j * k0 * r )/ r ) * sinTheta
# vertical field component ( exciting out - of - plane dipole moment )
Ez = 1/(4* pi * eps0 ) * 1 j * k0 * cosTheta * D * mu1 * ( exp (1 j * k0 * r )/ r ) * cosTheta
return np . array ([ ER , Ez ])

# %% Definition of dipole emission ( scattered field )
def E_scat ( wl , rSvec , rOmat , d ):
# input parameters :
# wl = emission wave length in m
# rSvec = vector pointing towards scattering dipole in cartesian
coordinates in m (3 vector )
# rOmat = vectors pointing towards points of observation in cartesian
coordinates in m (3 x Ntheta x Nphi matrix )
# d = spacing between adjacent dipoles in m
k0 = (2* pi )/ wl
w = k0 * c

# emission wave number in 1/ m
# emission angular frequency in 1/ s

# duplicate rSvec for every point of observation to enable broadcasting
for fast computation
rSrepmat = np . matlib . repmat ( rSvec , np . shape ( rOmat )[1] , 1);
rSrepmat2 = np . tile ( rSrepmat , ( np . shape ( rOmat )[2] , 1 , 1));
# vectors pointing to scattering dipole in m (3 x Ntheta x Nphi matrix )
rSmat = np . transpose ( rSrepmat2 , (2 , 0 , 1));
# vectors pointing from scattering dipole towards points of observation
in cartesian coordinates in m (3 x Ntheta x Nphi matrix )
rDmat = rOmat - rSmat
# total distance between points of observation and scattering dipole
rd = np . sqrt ( rDmat [0 , : , :]**2 + rDmat [1 , : , :]**2 + rDmat [2 , : , :]**2);
# total distance between points of observation and beam impact point
r = np . sqrt ( rOmat [0 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [1 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [2 , : , :]**2);
# radial distance between points of observation and beam impact point
R = sqrt ( rOmat [0 , : , :]**2 + rOmat [1 , : , :]**2)
# vertical distance between points of observation and beam impact point
z = sqrt ( rOmat [2 , : , :]**2)
sinTheta = R / r
cosTheta = z / r

# sine of emission angle theta
# cosine of emission angle theta
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alpha0 = 3* d * sigma
phase0 = exp (1 j *0)
E_inc = E_TR ( wl , rSmat )
P_rad = eps0 * alpha0 * E_inc [0]
P_ver = eps0 * alpha0 * E_inc [1]

#
#
#
#
#

dipole effective polarization volume
dipole scattering phase
incident electric field amplitude
induced radial polarization density
induced vertical polarization density

# radial field component induced by radial dipole moment
ER_rad = ( mu0 * w **2) * cosTheta /(4* pi * r ) * P_rad * phase0 * exp (1 j * k0 * rd )
* sinTheta ;
# vertical field component induced by radial dipole moment
Ez_rad = ( mu0 * w **2) * cosTheta /(4* pi * r ) * P_rad * phase0 * exp (1 j * k0 * rd )
* cosTheta ;
# radial field component induced by vertical dipole moment
ER_ver = ( mu0 * w **2) * sinTheta /(4* pi * r ) * P_ver * phase0 * exp (1 j * k0 * rd )
* sinTheta ;
# vertical field component induced by vertical dipole moment
Ez_ver = ( mu0 * w **2) * sinTheta /(4* pi * r ) * P_ver * phase0 * exp (1 j * k0 * rd )
* cosTheta ;
ER = ER_rad + ER_ver
Ez = Ez_rad + Ez_ver

# total radial field component
# total vertical field component

return np . array ([ ER , Ez ])

# %% Definition of total far - field intensity
def I_tot ( k0 , rOmat , rSmat ,d , N ):
# input parameters
# wl = emission wave length in m
# rSmat = vectors pointing towards scattering dipoles in
cartesian coordinates (3 x N matrix )
# rOmat = vectors pointing towards points of observation in cartesian
coordinates (3 x Ntheta x Nphi matrix )
# d = spacing between adjacent dipoles in m
# N = total number of scattering dipoles
E_tot = E_TR ( wl , rOmat )
# initilize total electric field
for n in range (0 , N ):
# loop over N scattering dipoles
rSvec = rSmat [: , n ]
# vector pointing towards scattering dipole n in cartesian coordinates
E_tot = E_tot + E_scat ( wl , rSvec , rOmat , d )
# add contribution of scattering dipole n to total electric field
return ( eps0 * c /2) * ( np . abs ( E_tot [0 , : , :])**2
+ np . abs ( E_tot [1 , : , :])**2)

# %%
rSmat = np . zeros ([3 , N ])
for k in range (0 , N ):
rSmat [: , k ] = np . array ([ x [ k ] , y [ k ] , hz ])
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# %%
thetaArray , phiArray = np . meshgrid ( theta , phi , sparse = False , indexing = ’ ij ’ );
rOmat = np . array ([ sin ( thetaArray )* cos ( phiArray ) , sin ( thetaArray )* sin ( phiArray ) ,
cos ( thetaArray )])
kx = sin ( thetaArray )* cos ( phiArray )
ky = sin ( thetaArray )* sin ( phiArray )
I = I_tot ( wl , rOmat , rSmat , d , N )
I = I / np . max ( I )

